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INTRODUCTION 

This paper will address gas pressure reducing 
regulator installations and the issue of erratic 
control of the downstream pressure. A gas 
pressure reducing regulator's job is to control 
pressure. When the downstream pressure is not 
properly controlled, the term “unstable control” 
is applied.  

SYSTEM CAUSES 

The regulator and all of the piping, both upstream 
and downstream--of the pressure reducing 
regulator is the first topic of discussion. 

Installation - Without this piping, all the 
requirements for closed loop control of pressure 
would not exist. In other words, a regulator by 
itself cannot be unstable. It must be installed in a 
piping system so that it is required to manipulate 
the flow into the downstream system. This flow 
into the system must be exactly the same as the 
flow demand on the system, sometimes called the 
load flow. The piping itself is the component 
most significant in defining the system. Three 
styles of piping can contribute to poor pressure 
control. 

Small Volume Piping - This can create a volume 
downstream of the regulator such that any flow 
into or out of this volume will cause rapid or large 
changes in the piping pressure. A regulator that 
does not have fast enough response to these 
piping enhanced transient pressures will not be 
able to follow the load changes; thus the control 
of pressure will be erratic. 

Restricted Piping - This commonly occurs when 
large distribution systems are involved and the 
piping volume downstream is extremely large. 
However, the regulator station itself has many 
restrictions immediately downstream of the 
pressure reducing regulator. Examples of this 
would be orifice plate runs, block valves, and 
headers that create restrictions to the apparent 
volume which the regulator effectively senses. 
This creates the effect of a small volume system for 
the regulator, even though the total 
downstream volume is very large. This 
apparent small downstream volume becomes 
very sensitive to the load changes, as did the 
small volume piping addressed above. 
 
 
 

Turbulent Piping - This most often would be the 
result of extreme piping expansions or 
contractions from bell reducers or other piping 
components. Turbulence by itself causes erratic 
pressure profiles within the piping. The regulator 
prefers smooth static pressure readings at its 
control point as it must measure this pressure to 
compare it to the regulator set point. If this 
pressure is erratic due to turbulence, then some 
regulators may respond to such transient 
pressures and go unstable as a result. 



THE LOAD FLOW 

Abrupt Flow Changes - A rapid change in flow 
rate out of the downstream piping system 
causes a transient decrease in control 
pressure. The regulator, having a mass, cannot 
instantly travel to a new position to increase the 
flow into the system. Therefore, the pressure 
will fall below set point, even though, for a short 
period of time. When the regulator does begin 
to travel and achieves the load flow equivalent, 
many times the mass of the moving parts in some 
regulators will not stop at that travel but 
overshoot. This can be the beginning of a 
sustained cycle. 

High Flows – As discussed previously, the nature 
of extremely high flows in piping systems can 
cause turbulence. This turbulence can cause 
erratic pressure within the piping system to which 
the regulator will attempt a response, and again 
can create initial conditions to establish continued 
cycling. 

Low Flows - Extremely low flows will require a 
regulator to operate very near its shut-off position. 
Most regulators will control pressure (manipulate 
flows) down very close to the zero travel position. 
However, a combination of above system 
conditions and a very low flow can initiate 
instability. 

Meters - Some positive displacement meters have 
an operating frequency which nearly matches 
many self-operated regulators. These are the non- 
diaphragm or lobe styles. Occasionally, this 
meter will introduce slight pressure pulsations 
within the downstream piping system, which can 
drive a regulator to cause resonance or continued 
cycling. 

REGULATOR CAUSES 

Thus far, the discussion has been on components 
of the system other than the regulator itself. 
These, in conjunction with the following elements 
of a regulator, make up the entire loop control 
system for pressure control. 

VALVE 

Figure 2 illustrates the simplest form of the valve 
elements of a regulator, this being an orifice and 
movable element to cause the manipulation or 
throttling of flow. 

 

Figure 2 

Probably the single largest cause of regulator 
instability has to do with over sizing of the valve 
portion of the regulator. The service regulator, 
for example, has many different orifice sizes for 
optimum control of pressure up to some 
maximum regulating flow. Selecting too large an 
orifice requires this valve and orifice to operate 
extremely close to the seat. This causes the valve 
to become very sensitive to inlet pressure changes 
and flow demands. Pressure drops across the 
regulator trim that exceed the recommended 
working range for a particular trim can cause 
instability due to excess forces within the valve 
trim, which cannot be overpowered by the 
actuator portion of the regulator. This can also 
occur   in service regulators. This is why many 
regulators have a pressure drop limitations 
lower than the maximum inlet. 

ACTUATORS 

Figure 3 shows the schematic of a simple direct 
operated regulator and its components. Many 
different service conditions require a multitude of 
constructions, but they all have the basic 
components shown in Figure 3. These are as 
follows: 

1. A diaphragm effective area (A) used to measure 
downstream pressure, 

2. A travel (T) for which the valve must be stroked 
to provide the appropriate flow manipulation, 



3. A spring, which has a rate (R) expressed in 
pounds force per inch of movement or travel, 
and 

4. A measure of self-operated regulator 
accuracy called the proportional band, droop, 
or offset in the downstream pressure. 

 
 

 

Figure 3 

This is expressed in Figure 3 by a formula. The 
perfect regulator would have a proportional band 
of zero. This would be a regulator that allowed 
zero change in the control pressure downstream to 
cause the entire rated travel of the regulator. This 
is not possible as illustrated by the simplified 
formula. A regulator with a very large area (A) 
will cause the offset to be smaller, but an 
infinitely large area would be needed for zero 
offset. Also a very small rate (R) or a small travel 
(T) will reduce the offset. Since zero travel or 
zero rate would not provide a functional device, a 
zero offset regulator of this type is not possible. 
For any given regulator, the effective area is a 
given value. The travel is established by design. 
Several springs with different ranges (different 
rates) are usually provided to cover various 
control pressure values. The formula illustrates 
that the higher the rate (range) of a spring the 
larger the proportional band for that regulator. 
This also associates the sensitivity or gain of that 
regulator to its likelihood of becoming unstable. 
Thus, a compromise between good, steady state 
control and regulator instability is made in the 
design and selection process of regulator springs. 
Manufacturers create a combination of 
components  as  bes t  they can for  most  

installations. However, since an infinite number 
of installations exist, there will be a combination 
of system components and regulator components 
that can be unstable. If a minimum proportional 
band is desired, then the lowest rate or range 
spring to cover the desired set point should be 
chosen. However, should instability occur, then a 
higher range of rate spring to cover the desired 
set point should be chosen. This will result in a 
larger proportional band, but will desensitize the 
regulator and many times stabilize its control of 
downstream pressure. 

PRESSURE SENSING 

There are two methods used for sensing or 
measuring the downstream pressure that the 
regulator  is  controlling.  First ,  there is  
INTERNAL registration where the downstream 
pressure is actually a measure of some pressure 
within the regulator itself. This is required by 
federal law in the definition of a service 
regulator in that no control lines are 
allowed. The second form of pressure sensing is 
the EXTERNAL field piped control line attached 
between the regulator and downstream piping in 
which pressure control is required. 

Internal Sensing - This mechanism is used by the 
regulator designer to measure special pressure 
profiles within the self-operated service regulator 
to send special pressures back to the actuator 
sensing diaphragm. This is used to overcome the 
spring and diaphragm effect of many regulators to 
"boost" the pressure regulation curve and improve 
regulating performance. These "boost" 
techniques must be optimized around select 
service conditions, otherwise an infinite number 
of regulator geometries would result. In recent 
years, some manufacturers have provided 
alternate boost mechanisms that can be 
interchanged to adjust the amount of boost for 
various service conditions. Even so, high- 
pressure drops or extremely high flows, in 
conjunction with piping geometries, can cause 
instability. Restrictive piping immediately down-
stream can modify the pressures within the body 
outlet and contribute to cycling. 



External Control Line - This method is used by 
most Pilot Operated & Direct style regulators 
where an external field pipe control line is 
installed between the regulator  sensing 
element (diaphragm) and the downstream 
piping. The tap location for this control line is 
critical because it is at the point of 
communication between the downstream 
pressure and the regulator. Although not always 
practiced, this tap into the piping should be 
made, depending on manufacture 
approximately 8 to 12 pipe diameters 
downstream of the regulator in a straight run 
of pipe where turbulence is at a minimum.   
This 8-12 pipe diameter rule would apply to 
the last pipe enlargement downstream of the 
regulator. For example, should the pipe 
be expanded immediately out of the 
regulator, the 8-12 pipe diameter applies to the 
enlarged pipe size, not the original regulator size. 
 
Control Line Size - In general, larger control lines 
are better. One reason is for structural integrity of 
the control line from damage by outside forces. 
The Main reason is for stability; a larger control 
line is less restrictive and will provide a better 
communication of the piping pressure. Many 
pilot-operated regulators exhaust gas down this 
control line into the downstream system 
when they are in operation. If a control line has  
restriction, this can cause backpressure or erratic 
pressures within the control line itself, even 
though downstream pressure initially is under 
control. The regulator only communicates with its 
control line, and should the pressure within that 
control line become erratic, then so will regulator 
travel, which would result in erratic 
downstream pressure control. 

Restricting valves in control lines have been used 
to tune out instability in some regulators. 
These restricting valves could cause cycling from 
steady state control by causing time lags; 
therefore, throttling of such valves should be 
avoided. 

PILOT OPERATED REGULATORS 

With a pilot-operated regulator, an amplifier 

(controller) is used to increase the sensitivity of 
pressure control making possible the control of 
much higher pressures. A pilot, which is 
basically a direct operated regulator that has a 
effective area, a rated travel, and a spring rate of 
some sort. These components establish a pilot 
gain or sensitivity. This gain relates the change in 
pressure sent from the pilot to the main regulator 
as a function of control pressure changes. A very 
sensitive pilot would send a large signal to the 
actuator for a small change in control pressure. 
Therefore, if the pilot is extremely sensitive or 
has high gain this can also contribute to 
instability. As with self-operated regulators, 
several springs are offered many times to control 
a given range. The lightest spring will be most 
sensitive. 

SUMMARY 

The contributing factors to any pressure control 
instability are all of the components in a given 
pressure system. For the regulator itself, these 
include the valve, actuator, and pilot. The sensing 
line between the piping system and load itself are 
also involved. Many instability problems are 
difficult to resolve because none of these 
particular factors evidence themselves as primary 
causes when investigating instability. This 
paper hopes to have helped increase the 
knowledge of the causes for regulator instability 
so that potential causes can be diagnosed and 
worked on to produce cures when they occur in 
the field. 

 

Footnote: 

The material used in this paper was cited from 
John R. Anderson Regional Manager Emerson 
Process Management and is used by permission.



 


